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Abstract. Biomedical microwave imaging is a topic of
continuous research for its potential in different areas
especially in breast cancer detection. In this paper, 3D
UWB Magnitude-Combined tomographic algorithm is
assessed for this recurrent application, but also for a more
challenging one such as brain stroke detection. With the
UWB Magnitude-Combined concept, the algorithm can
take advantage of both the efficiency of Fourier Diffraction
Theorem-based tomographic formulation and the
robustness and image quality improvement provided by
a multi-frequency combination.
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1. Introduction
Microwave imaging is a topic of intense research for
its potential in biomedical applications and especially in
breast cancer detection. X-ray mammography is the
generally well-established clinical breast imaging
technique for preventive screening and cancer treatment.
Other imaging techniques including MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging), ultrasounds or PET (positron emission
tomography), are recommended for cases where X-ray
mammography does not succeed, such as in women with
dense breasts or with high cancer risk to avoid exposition
to ionizing radiation, as reported in [1]. This, jointly with
other concerns, such as the ionizing character of X-ray
radiation, its uncomfortable (and even painful) application,
motivate the research in complementary or alternative
imaging methods exploiting other physical properties of
tissues. In this framework, the potential of microwave
imaging relies on the capability of microwaves to
differentiate among tissues based on the contrast in
dielectric properties, which is more important than those
exploited by X-ray mammography (the attenuation of
waves when passing through the breast structures) [2]. The
advantages for its practical clinical usage are significant,
including relatively low cost, the use of low-power nonionizing radiation and patient comfort.

Active microwave imaging relies on obtaining
information about a target from the scattered fields
measured at a number of probes, when the target is
illuminated with an incident field. This inverse scattering
problem can be addressed either by radar-based techniques
(refer to [3] for a review of UWB radar methods) or
tomographic methods. Tomographic approaches try to
solve the non-linear and ill-posed inverse scattering
problem, by either linearizing it or iteratively approaching
the solution. Many research groups are focused on iterative
algorithms to obtain quantitative reconstructions of the
dielectric properties of the target. Those are computationally intensive, above all for 3D reconstructions, and
usually contain some regularization scheme that requires
a priori information about the target, having a direct
influence into the algorithm convergence [4]. A number of
different methods and optimization schemes have been
proposed, [5]-[7], reporting useful 3D reconstructions of
numerical models, phantoms and first 2D measurements on
real patients [8]. However more research towards
increasing computational efficiently of the algorithms is
needed for a real time imaging. This opens the door to less
computationally heavy algorithms as the ones based on
linearizing approximations.
Linearizing approximations, on which the method
proposed here is partially based, allow to obtain robust
reconstructions, in a very efficient way, being however
limited to small relatively low-contrast targets to produce
quantitative reconstructions [9]. In general, biological
organs do not accomplish these requirements, thus, linearizing methods are restricted to qualitative reconstructions. In [10], useful qualitative images of a transversal cut of a human forearm were presented, retrieving
clearly the two bones.
The use of multi-frequency information in a convenient manner has been recognized as an opportunity for
linearizing methods to improve the image quality in nonBorn scenarios [11]. To this extent, it has not been used in
linearized tomography methods due to the well-known
frequency-dependent residual phase errors that appear
when electrically large and highly contrasted targets are
imaged. In the algorithm validated herein, namely 3D
UWB Magnitude-Combined (UWB-MC) tomography, an
amplitude (phase-less) multi-frequency combination is
proposed to overcome this undesired effect [12].
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Brain stroke detection is also addressed in this paper
to investigate the potentiality of the proposed algorithm in
such a challenging application, as proposed previously by
[5], [13]. The motivation to explore this case is the
difficulty to differentiate the cause of the stroke between
a hemorrhage or a blood clot. Both present similar symptoms, but opposite treatment, which must be given with the
maximum promptness. Up to now, the diagnosis relies on
bulky imaging methods, such as CT (computed
tomography), PET and MRI, which are not available in all
medical emergency units. This deficiency may definitely
delay or complicate the decision and eventually cause
important after-effects.

2. 3D UWB Magnitude-Combined
Tomographic Imaging Algorithm

The dielectric contrast can be related to the induced
current on the target,
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When the cylindrical array is composed by linear zpolarized antennas, is also z-directed, therefore, only the
z component of the
field is needed, thus permitting
a scalar formulation.
Under Born approximation (the scattered field is
negligible in front of the incident field), the induced current
can be expressed as
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The theoretical basis for 3D UWB-MC to obtain the
be
dielectric contrast of the target is as follows. Let
,
the dielectric contrast expressed as
1
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is the electric current on the cylindrical antenna acting as
a transmitter which radiates a plane wave electric field,
,
propagating to a direction ̂ .
is the electric current on
the target induced by a plane wave incident field propagating along the vector ̂ ( ). , is the scattered field
produced by .

,

Fig. 1. The target of permittivity
,
is immersed in a me. The measurement cylindium of permittivity
rings of
drical array of antennas is composed by
antennas of radius , separated a distance ∆ . ,
refers to the position of the transmitting and receiving
antennas respectively, and ̂ , is the direction of the
synthesized plane wave.
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Then, replacing (4) in (3), a Fourier transform appears, and the spectrum of the contrast profile can be
expressed as
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Using the reciprocity theorem (3), one can obtain the
induced current on the target, , from the scattered field
measured along the antenna
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3D UWB Magnitude-Combined tomographic imaging, as the name suggests, proposes a compound coherent
multi-view image addition, which is typical of the
linearized-tomography-based algorithms, followed with
a magnitude multi-frequency image combination, in the last
step of the algorithm. In this paper a 3D cylindrical
geometry, as shown in Fig. 1 is studied. The cylindrical
array of both the transmitting and the receiving antennas is
, 2 -diameter rings of
angularly
composed by
equispaced antennas. For a given transmitter, situated at ,
the scattered field is measured at the receiver positions, .
This procedure is successively repeated for each transmitter
acquisitions.
to complete a maximum of
z

and
being the complex permittivities of
,
the target and the external medium respectively, measured
at a particular frequency .

(1)

,

,

, ;
, , ,

, ; ̂

(5)

is the scattered field measured at
when an antenna placed at
is

transmitting.
represents the amplitude to
, , ; ̂ ,
be applied to a probe situated at , to synthesize a plane
wave towards ̂ , and vertical polarization [15] as a combination of cylindrical waves emanating from a number of
probes.
From (5) it can be derived that for a given frequency,
when the object is illuminated with an incident plane wave
directed to ̂ , the Fourier transform of the scattered field
obtained at a direction ̂ may be translated into the angular
spectrum of the dielectric contrast of the target sampled on
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thee surface of a sphere of raadius ,
2
cen
ntered at
̂ , where ̂ ,
cos , sin ,
,
sin
n , sin ,
cos , ̂ . Thus, the successsive
ang
gular scans w
will fill the sppectral domaiin knowledgee as
dep
picted in Fig. 2 [14]. In a similar way, by changing the
frequency of the incident waave, the radiu
us of the sphhere
chaanges providding more information
i
in
i the specttral
dom
main.

ky
2k0,ext

kx

k0,ext rˆT

k0,ext  rˆT  rˆR 
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Fig. 2. 2D ccut of the dielecttric spectrum of the contrast. Forr
a singgle transmitter and incidence frequency, thee
specttrum of the contrrast is sampled on
o the surface off
a sphhere of radius 0,
centered att
̂ . Forr
,
anothher direction of inncidence the spheere rotates.

based on the metho
od of momennts, over a frequency rangee
betweeen 0.2 - 2 GH
Hz. The numb
mber and distriibution of thee
elemeents in the cyliindrical arrayy has been cho
osen to satisfyy
the Nyquist
N
spatiaal sampling ccriteria in orrder to avoidd
aliasin
ng, resulting in
12 rrings of 2
150 mm inn
diameeter, composeed by
32 antennaas each onee
separaated Δ
1 cm
m in the verticcal direction.
The
T breast mo
odel consists oof a hemispheerical body off
90 mm
m in diameterr covered by a 3 mm skin layer
l
attachedd
to the chest wall with
w a sphericaal tumor of 8 mm inserted..
The breast
b
tissue is modeled aas a uniform
m low-adiposee
breastt tissue; see Fig. 3(a). An external medium off
34 is used to
o match the peermittivities and
a ensure thee
maxim
mum power transmissionn inside the breast. Thee
frequeency dispersiv
ve complex ppermittivity values
v
of thee
tissues are plotted in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) thee
resultss of 3D UWB
B-MC are pressented. Fig. 4(a) shows thee
3D recconstruction and
a Fig. 4(b) ccorresponds to
o a horizontall
cut co
ontaining the maximum
m
conntrast value, which
w
matchess
with the center of
o the tumorr. Both figu
ures plot thee
normaalized contrast in permittiviities in dB sccale. As it cann
be seen, the images clearly ind
ndicate the deetected tumorr
placed
d at the correcct position.

The multi-ffrequency com
mbination is then
t
obtainedd by
com
mbining only the magnitudee of the multi--view images..
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3. Simulattion Resu
ults
This sectioon gathers thhe preliminary
y assessment of
UW
WB-MC tomoographic algorrithm to study
y its applicabi lity
to biomedical
b
im
maging. To doo this, breast cancer
c
detectiion,
and
d a more chaallenging appllication, such
h as brain strooke
dettection have bbeen considereed.
The main ggoal in biomeddical imaging
g is to developp an
imaaging methodd with the beest sensitivity, specificity aand
goo
od spatial resoolution. Usingg microwaves,, the requirem
ment
of a good spatiaal resolution can
c be achieveed by using hhigh
wever the atttenuation and
d the numberr of
frequencies; how
anttennas may become excesssive, leading to an unfeasiible
sysstem. Accordiingly, the freqquency has to
o be boundedd to
a certain value. In this case the synthetic data have beeen
obttained using a full wave simulation so
oftware (FEK
KO)

2
Conductivity (S/m)

Permittivity

Due to the limited extennt of the meassurement surfface
in the z directiion, there is a truncation error, whichh is
nslated as a ddeterioration of
o the synthessized plane waave
tran
forr , close to the nadir or the
t zenith. Un
nacceptable plaane
waaves may prodduce the degrradation of th
he reconstructtion
and
d should be avvoided. In ordder to preventt it , has beeen
lim
mited between 45º and 135º..
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(b)
Fig.
F 3. (a) Simp
plified breast moodel composed by
y a thin skin
layer and
d a uniform low-aadipose breast tisssue attached
to the ch
hest wall with a spherical tumorr. (b) Permittivity and
d conductivity vaalues of the model.

In
I case of brain
b
stroke ddetection, thee main issuee
consissts of diffeerentiating hhemorrhagic from non-hemorrrhagic strok
kes. This caan be addressed takingg
advan
ntage of the seensitivity of m
microwave radiation to thee
presen
nce of blood thanks to itss high permitttivity. In thiss
paper,, a simplified
d brain modeel is considerred as a firstt
approaach to the problem. It coonsists of a semisphericall
body (equivalent to
o the upper paart of the head
d) of 180 mm
m
in diaameter compo
osed by severa
ral layers corrresponding too
the sk
kin (3 mm of thickness),
t
thee skull (2 mm
m of thickness))
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((a)
2
Conductivityy ((S/m))

80
P
Permittivity
itti it

and the brainn itself. The brrain includes the
t two hemisspheres
of white mattter covered by
b a layer of gray
g
matter (220 mm
of thickness)). The hemorrrhage is simu
ulated as a sphhere of
blood inserteed inside the white
w
matter. The
T geometriccal and
dielectric prooperties of thee brain modell over the freqquency
are plotted iin Fig. 5(a) and
a 5(b). Du
ue to the signnificant
contrast betw
ween the succeessive layers, and above alll due to
the importannt losses of thee high-water-ccontent brain ttissues,
at the currennt state of deveelopment, UW
WB-MC algoriithm is
not able to reetrieve the strooke without using any assum
mption
about the taarget. Neverthheless, if functional brain monitoring is considered, sequeential differen
ntial imaging m
may be
a solution too obtain reliabble images of the evolutionn of intracerebral bblood hemorrrhages. The subtraction oof successive meassurements proovides a low-ccontrast scenarrio and
allows to moonitor the evoolution of the hemorrhage. Fig. 6
shows the results of differrential 3D UW
WB-MC imagiing. To
obtain this reconstructioon, we have supposed too have
reference daata obtained when the paatient arrives at the
emergency uunit having a small
s
intracereebral hemorrhhage of
5 mm. This reference meaasurement hass been subtraccted to
a second imaage presentingg a bigger hem
morrhage of 110 mm.
By doing soo, the stroke can
c be detecteed and its evoolution
tracked.
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Fig. 5. (a) Simplified
S
brain model composeed by a thin skinn
layerr, the skull, andd the two brain
n hemispheres of
whitte matter coveredd by a layer of gray matter andd
a sph
herical blood heemorrhage. (b) Permittivity andd
cond
ductivity values oof the model.

(a)
Fig. 6. 3D view
v
of the diffe
ferential UWB-M
MC reconstructionn
of th
he simplified brain
in model.

4.. Experim
mental Re
Results

(b)
Fig. 4. 33D UWB-MC reeconstructions of the simplified brreast
m
model. (a) 3D vieew. (b) XY cut.

The aim of this section is to assess th
he potentialityy of
3D
D UWB-MC algorithm deeal with exp
perimental meeasureements, rather than presennting the expeerimental system
itself. The initial measuremeents have beeen obtained with
w
thee setup shown
n in Fig. 7. A cylindrical sampling for both
b
by
traansmitting and receiving aantennas is accomplished
a
constructing tw
wo virtual arraays moving two
t
antennass by
meeans of a com
mpound positiooning system. Revolution syymmeetry phantomss (around z-axxis) will be co
onsidered so as
a to
red
duce the setu
up complexitty to 3 degrrees of freeddom
pro
ovided by 2 linear
l
positionners and a sin
ngle rotary staage.
A linear positio
oner is used tto move the phantom up and
do
own; the rotary
y stage conferrs the rotation
n on one antennna,
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wh
hile the other antenna movees up and dow
wn thanks to the
oth
her linear possitioner. The remaining meeasurements ccan
be obtained by ttaking advantaage of the sym
mmetry. A VN
NA
is responsible
r
foor the signal generation
g
an
nd reception, aand
finally the wholle procedure can
c be remoteely controlledd by
a computer. Thee measured phhantom consistts of a small cclay
here (
5.5) lodged into
i
a paraffin
n sphere (
sph
2.1
19) fixed withh a PVC rod (
2.9) from the top,, as
the
dep
picted in Fig. 7. At the currrent stage of development,
d
3D
D cylindrical m
measurement system
s
does not
n permit to uuse
any
y liquid as maatching mediaa, and hence the
t phantom w
will
be surrounded byy air.

(aa)

Fig. 7. Expeerimental setup with 3 degreees of freedom
m
perm
mitting a quasi-cyylindrical scan off the target. Thee
targeet consists of a claay sphere inside a paraffin spheree
supported by a PVC rod.
r

Preliminaryy reconstructiions of simplle objects insside
waater using the 2D version of UWB-MC
C algorithm haave
beeen presented iin [16]. Workking in air as external
e
mediium
thee phantom connstituents havve been chosen
n consideringg its
perrmittivity to reproduce coontrast ratioss similar to the
bio
omedical simuulated ones, while
w
avoiding
g large contraasts
com
mpared to thhe air. Moreeover, to obttain comparaable
recconstructions in terms off spatial reso
olution betweeen
meeasurements annd simulationns (where a matching
m
mediium
of high permittivvity has been employed) a frequency rannge
bettween 3 – 10 G
GHz has beenn used in the measurements.
m
.

(bb)
Fig.
F 8. (a) External appearancce of the 3D
D UWB-MC
uction of the expeerimental measurrement of the
reconstru
two neste
ed spheres. (b) Innternal 3D view.

proposed multi-frequency com
mbination co
ontributes too
enhan
nce the robustness of the final image to frequencyy
selectiive artifacts and relativeely large an
nd contrastedd
targets.

5. Conclussions

For
F the validaation, simplifieed breast and brain modelss
have been
b
reconstru
ucted, taking into account the
t frequencyy
disperrsive permittiv
vities and connductivities of
o the tissues..
UWB-MC algorith
hm has repported satisfaactory recon-structiions for the breast cancer
er detection application
a
inn
a partiicular case where
w
the con
ontrast betweeen the breastt
tissue and the tumor is low. Whille this is a chaallenging casee
for raadar-based alg
gorithms [17]], it is more favorable forr
lineariized tomograaphy. On the other hand, brain strokee
detecttion constitutees a more chal
allenging appliication due too
the su
uccessive losssy and highlyy-contrasted laayers. To thiss
extentt, a differentiaal treatment hhas to be used
d, allowing too
monitor the evolutio
on of a intraceerebral hemorrrhage.

In this papeer, the potentiiality of 3D UWB
U
MagnituudeCo
ombined tomoographic algoorithm has beeen assessed for
two
o well-knownn biomedical applications.
a
The
T 3D extenssion
and
d the so-calleed UWB Maagnitude-Com
mbined techniqque
con
nstitute the tw
wo main contriibutions of thiis algorithm. T
The

Finally
F
a cylin
ndrical measuurement systeem with 3 de-grees of freedom has been consttructed, and first
fi images off
experiimental data have beenn obtained for
f
canonicall
phanto
oms, showing
g robust reconnstructions and
d encouragingg
resultss.

Fig
gs. 8(a) and 88(b) present the
t imaging results from the
meeasured data. Fig. 8(a) shows
s
the reeconstruction of
extternal appearaance of the phantom
p
comp
posed by supperimp
posing horizzontal planess at differen
nt heights. T
The
con
ntour of the pparaffin spheree and the PVC
C fixing road are
weell reconstructted, and evenn the transitio
on between bboth
stru
uctures is reppresented with good accu
uracy. Fig. 88(b)
sho
ows the correcct detection off the internal sphere.
s
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